1. Aleksandrovskaya Olga, Doctor of Geographical Sciences, specialist in the history of the geographical study of Russia of XVIII century, Chief Researcher, Vavilov Institute of History Natural Science and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, vice-chairman of Section history of geological and geographical sciences of National Association of historians and philosophers of science. **Topic:** «Witnesses of the development of the main watershed of the Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas - "Portage crosses" of IX-XIII centuries».  

2. Erman Natalia, Ph.D. in Geography, Senior Researcher, Vavilov Institute of History Natural Science and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic:** «Witnesses of the development of the main watershed of the Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas - "Portage crosses" of IX-XIII centuries».  

3. Maxim Anisimov, Ph.D., senior researcher at Institute of Russian History of Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic:** Russia and neutralisation of Baltic Sea during Seven Years War 1756-1763.  

4. Bogomazova Anastasia, post-graduate student, Lomonosov Moscow State University, History department; RGADA, archivist; Solovetsky Maritime Museum, guide, **Topic:** Marine economy of the Solovetsky Monastery in XVI - XVIII centuries.  

5. Vinogradov Sergei, PhD in History, Moscow Center of Innovations and Scientific and Technological Creativity. **Topic:** On the 100th anniversary of the action off Cape Sarych November 5/18, 1914: new sources and revaluation of the first battle of capital ships in the Great War.  


7. Vodoladov Evgeny, Military Historical club "St. Andrew's flag", vice-chairman on expeditions, Odessa, Ukraine. **Exploration of naval battle sites of the 18th century in the North-western part of the Black Sea.**  

8. Lebedinsky Victor, PhD in history, Institute of Oriental Studies of Russian Academy of Sciences, research associate. **Topic:** Results of the latest underwater archaeological investigation in the waters of the administrative territory of Sevastopol.  

9. Gladkikh Sergey, **Topic:** Sailors of Vologda Province participating in the Russian Japanese War of 1904-1905: towards creating of the regional Memory Book.  

10. Golikov Andrey, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor, Head of the Faculty of History of Source Lomonosov Moscow State University. **Subject:** Marine art. Global Policy at sea in political cartoons in the late XIX - early XX centuries.  

11. Grebenshikova Galina, Doctor of History, professor of Saint-Petersburg State Maritime University. **Topic:** Russian-Turkish Political and Naval co-operation at Emperor Paul the First in 1798 - 1800, according to documents from Russian Archivers.
12. Grinev Andrey, Professor in the Department of History at the St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University in St. Petersburg, Russia. **Topic:** Foreign vessels as part of the fleet of the Russian-American Company (1799 - 1867).

13. Gusach Irina, senior researcher, Azov historical archaeological and paleontological museum-reserve. **Topic:** Naval activity of the Don Cossacks and his struggle with the Ottoman Azov (XVI–XVII centuries).


15. Zhokhov Alexey, WWII veteran, member of the RGS (history and geography of the Arctic). **Topic:** Russian icebreakers - pioneers of development of Northern sea way.


17. Zakharova Irina, Ph.D. in History, Senior Fellow, The State Hermitage Museum. **Topic:** To the biography of A. Psaro - Russian sailor and diplomat.

18. Zimin Igor, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor, Head of the Russian History department. **Topic:** Sea-folk in the imperial residences.

19. Zolotarev Oleg, Chairman of the board of the regional Tula non-government Organization «Expedition of marine and underwater research», Deputy Director of the patriotic youth center «Younga» named V.F. Rudnev. **Topic:** Tendrovsky naval battle of 1790: new research opportunities.

20. Ibragimov Kamil, Doctor of History, Professor, State Historical and Architectural Reserve "Icherisheher" under the Cabinet of Ministers of Azerbaijan Republic. **Topic:** Image of the Caspian Sea in the history of cartography.

21. Ivanov Vladimir, Ph.D. in History, Associate Professor, senior researcher at the St. Petersburg Institute for Informatics and automation of RAS. **Topic:** How the aircraft of the Navy of Russia was created.

22. Kachan Yanina, Saint-Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, department of cartography and geoinformatics, student of master’s program. Editor of the electronic navigational charts of 280 Central Navy Cartographic Production. **Topic:** Mapping of the Arctic Ocean. History and modernity.

23. Kovaleva Darya. Graduate student of St. Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, department of cartography and geoinformatics. **Topic:** Mapping of the Arctic Ocean. History and modernity.
24. Zabolotskaya Tatyana, Assistant Professor of the Land Use Planning and Cadastres Chair Institute of Earth Sciences of Saint Petersburg State University. **Topic: Mapping of the Arctic Ocean. History and modernity.**

25. Aliyev Takhir, PhD in Geographie, Associate Professor of St. Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, **Topic: Mapping of the Arctic Ocean. History and modernity.**

26. Klimovskiy Sergey, Scientific secretary of the Central Naval museum, the author of more than 100 published scientific and popular-scientific works. **Topic: Turkish frigate “Nusretiye” and the Russian shipbuilding of the second quarter of the XIXth century.**

27. Kozlova Irina. Attache of the Center of Slavic Studies, Pierre Renouvin Institute, Paris I Pantheon-Sorbonne University. **Topic: Achievements of Russian sailors in exploration of the Southern Pacific. French point of view (first part of the 19th c.).**

28. Kopelev Dmitry, Ph.D in History, Associate Professor, Russian State Pedagogical University, StPb. **Topic: Colonial projects of Peter the Great, 1721 - 1725’s: problem definition.**

29. Kopytova Natalia, post-graduate student, Lomonosov Moscow State University, History department; RGADA, archivist; Solovetsky Maritime Museum, guide. **Topic: Marine economy of the Solovetsky Monastery in XVI - XVIII centuries.**

30. Kotoban Nikolay. Head of the Central Naval Library, II rank captain. **Topic: The library of the ship «Nadeshda» of the first Russian circumnavigation in the funds of Central Naval Library (Saint-Petersburg).**

31. Krotov Pavel, Doctor of historical sciences, professor, Saint-Petersburg State University, specialist on the history of Russia during the reign of Peter the Great, Russian military and naval history. **Topic: Gangut battle 1714: main results study and research tasks at the modern stage.**

32. Koudryavtseva E. Doctor of Historical Sciences, leading researcher at the Center "Russia in international relations" of the Institute of Russian History, Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic: Russian trade in Mediterranean aria in the first half of 19-th century.**

33. Kuhterin Sergey, Deputy Project Director NPO "Northern archeology-1" Nefteyugansk Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area Yugra. **Topic: Traditional northern Russian shipbuilding in the XVII century following the latest archaeological studies in the Extreme North of Siberia (problems of research and conservation).**

34. Lapin Vladimir. Doctor of History, Professor, History Department of the European University at St. Petersburg, leading researcher of the St. Petersburg Institute of History of the Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic: Names of Russian Naval Ships in the Context of Historical Memory.**

35. Lukoshkov Andrei, PhD, research manager of the project “Underwater Inheritance of Russia”, The National Underwater Research Centre, Saint Petersburg. **Exploration of the region of the Hangō Battle in 1714 with the purpose of localization of place of the battle.**
36. Lupanova Evgenya. PhD in history, Peter the Great Museum of Ethnography and Anthropology (Kunstkamera), Senior researcher of the department of history of Kunstkamera and Russian science of the 18th century. **Topic: Ottoman Empire on the Map of Great Academic (Gottorp) Globe.**


38. Maleto Elena, Doctor of History, Senior Fellow at the Center "Russia in international relations" of the Institute of Russian History, Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic: Communications with Black sea and Caspian region, as a factor in the foreign policy activity of Appanage Rus in the basins of the Mediterranean, Black, Azov and Caspian seas.**


40. Mitko Arseniy, Arctic public Academy of Sciences, Chairman of the Council of young scientists of the North, candidate of technical Sciences, associate Professor. **Topic: Foreign names in the Eurasian Maritime history. Admiral de Traverse - marine Minister of Russia; Vice-Admiral S.O. Makarov in the Eurasian Maritime history.**

41. Mitko Valery, Arctic public Academy of Sciences, President, doctor of technical Sciences, Professor. **Topic: Foreign names in the Eurasian Maritime history. Admiral de Traverse - marine Minister of Russia; Vice-Admiral S.O. Makarov in the Eurasian Maritime history.**

42. Sychev Vitaly, **Topic: Shipbuilders brothers Brun in France, Turkey, and Russia.**

43. Mikhailov Andrey, Doctor of History, Research professor of the scientific research department (the military history of the North-western region of the RF) Scientific research institute (of military history) by the Military Academy of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the RF, lecturer. **Topic: Problems of Maritime Safety of Russia and the North Reclaiming in Russian Publicism in 1890’s.**

44. Mikhaylov Evgeny, PhD in Economic, Doctoral of the National Scientific Center "Institute of Agrarian Economics NAASU", Kiev. **Topic: Cutter Mercury under the ruling of R.V. Krowm during the Russian-Swedish War of 1788-1790: fighting way and reconstruction**


46. Nikitin Vladimir, Research Fellow, Military-Historical Museum of Artillery, Engineer Troops and Signal Corps, St. Petersburg. **Topic: «The Rashomon gate»: The English landing near the Hanko Peninsula on the 6th June 1855 by the evidences of the direct participants and witnesses.**

48. Ozerova Nadezhda, PhD in Geography, senior research fellow at S.I. Vavilov Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology. **Topic: Historical waterways of European part of Russia (the results of complex scientific expedition).**

49. Okorokov Alexander, Doctor of History, First Deputy Director of the Russian Research Institute for Cultural and Natural Heritage named D.S. Likhachev of Ministry of Culture of Russian Federation. **Topic: The earliest means of transportation by water on the territory of Russia (based on archaeological and ethnographic research).**

50. Onishchenko Kirill, Executive Director of Admiral Neplyuev Interregional Charitable Foundation (Saint Petersburg). **Topic: Admirals from the Russian countryside: maritime heritage and commemoration.**

51. Polovinkin Igor, Director of Museum of History of the Luga navigation (Luga, Leningrad Region). **Topic: Luga waterway in the XIV-XVIII centuries, and its importance in the system of communication of the North-West of Russia.**

52. Matveev Vladimir, Curator of the museum of history of the Luga navigation. **Topic: Luga waterway in the XIV-XVIII centuries, and its importance in the system of communication of the North-West of Russia.**

53. Postnikov Alexey, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor, Academician of the International Academy of the History of Science (Paris), Honored Scientist of the Russian Federation, the chief researcher at the Vavilov Institute for History of Science and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences. **Topic: Officers of the Russian Navy and other actors of the Russia`s area of control in the Pacific Ocean. Memories of Englishmen participating in the intervention of the English-French squadron.**

54. Pronina Julia, M.H.Sc., Institute of Oriental Studies of Russian Academy of Sciences, research associate. **Topic: Results of the last underwater archaeological researches in the water area of the Sevastopol administrative territory.**

55. Rybachenok Irina, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Senior Researcher of Institute of Russian History, Russian Academy of Science. **Topic: The Black Sea straits in Russian foreign policy in the late XVIII - early XX centuries.**

56. Seidov Abbas, Doctor of History, Professor, Azerbaijan State Economic University. **Topic: Underwater searches in the Baku Bay.**

57. Sen Dmitry, Doctor of History, Professor of special historical disciplines and documentation of Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-Don. **Topic: Naval activity of the Don Cossacks and his struggle with the Ottoman Azov (XVI–XVII centuries).**

59. Smirnov Valentin, Doctor of History, St.-Petersburg Branch of the S.I. Vavilov Institute for the History of Science and Technology of RAS, The Head of the Sector. Topic: The Caspian, Japanese, Okhotsk and Bering Seas Researcher (Rear-Admiral Konstantin Staritskiy’s 175th birth anniversary).

60. Sobisevich Alexey, PhD in Geography, research fellow at S.I. Vavilov Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology. Topic: Historical waterways of European part of Russia (the results of complex scientific expedition).

61. Snytko Valerian, Dr. habil. in Geography, professor, corresponding member of Russian Academy of Sciences, chief research fellow at S.I. Vavilov Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology. Topic: Historical waterways of European part of Russia (the results of complex scientific expedition).

62. Shirokova Vera, Dr. habil. in Geography, professor, the head of department of history of Earth sciences at S.I. Vavilov Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology, professor at department of edaphology, ecology and harmonious exploitation at State University Of Land Use Planning. Topic: Historical waterways of European part of Russia (the results of complex scientific expedition).

63. Chesnov Vasily, PhD in Technology, the head of department methodological and social problems of science developed at Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology named after S.I. Vavilov. Topic: Historical waterways of European part of Russia (the results of complex scientific expedition).

64. Sokolov Alexander, Doctor of History, Professor, Head of the Archival - Historical faculty of the St.-Petersburg State University. Topic: Naval strategy of Russia and Japan in the second half of the XIX century.

65. Sorokin Petr, PhD in History The deputy director on science of Northwest scientific research institute of cultural and natural heritage, senior researcher. Institute of the History Material Culture Russian Academy of Sciences, head of the St. Petersburg archaeological expedition. Topic: The preservation of ship wrecks in-situ.


67. Tikhotski Anatoly, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Senior Researcher, member of the Russian Geographical Society. Topic: The siege of Dardanelles by squadron of rear admiral Ricord as an important factor of the victory in the Russian-Turkish war 1828-1829.

68. Fazlullin Sergey, PhD in Geography, P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of RAS, Department of Museology, Russian State University for the Humanities. Topic: The Project of the Black Sea underwater park.
69. Fedorova Olga, PhD, Head of the Department, Central Naval Library, Honored cultural professional. **Topic: Diaries of M.I. Ratmanov, the lieutenant of the ship «Nadeshda» first Russian round-the-world expedition. To the first publication of archival materials.**

70. Fedotova Marina, PhD, European University at Saint-Petersburg. **The Sinking of the Fleet in Sevastopol Harbour in Russian Cultural Memory.**

71. Filin Pavel, Ph.D., Deputy Director for Science, World Ocean Museum Branch in St. Petersburg - "Icebreaker " Krassin". **Topic: Milestones of arctic shipbuilding in Russia. Problems and prospects for future research.**

72. Khatanzeiskaia Elizaveta, Postgraduate student, The museum of wooden architecture and folk art «Malie Korely», Arkhangelsk. **Topic: Archangelsk as the first Russian international seaport and its architecture in XIX – the beginning of XX centuries.**

73. Churakova Olga, Ph.D in History, Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V.Lomonosov. **Topics: The story of one shipwreck. «Notes about wreck of the ship “Ormesby” during the First World War» by Karl Martinovich Gulbe. Women participation in Russian maritime Arctic expeditions. Women participation in Russian maritime Arctic expeditions.**

74. Yaremko Vasily, Chief of the sanatorium complex "Zapadny". **Topic: First naval Clinical Hospital 299 years (1715-2014)**

75. Redya Alitet, Candidate of Medicine, Head of the Department of First Naval Hospital. **Topic: First naval Clinical Hospital 299 years (1715-2014 gg.)**

76. Nikitin Evgeny, MD, Deputy Chief for research of the sanatorium complex "Zapadny", Professor, Honored Scientist of Russia. **Topic: First naval Clinical Hospital 299 years (1715-2014.)**

77. Alain Servantie, (Turkish) History Foundation. **Topic: TURKEY AND THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR OF 1904-05 NEUTRALITY AND OBSERVATION.**

78. Alfonso Assini, PhD, State Archives of Genoa, professor of Archivistic and Analysis of Sources at the School of Specialization in Architecture and Landscape (Faculty of Architecture, University of Genoa). **Topic: Maritime military supplies to the Genoese colonies in the Black Sea between the fall of Constantinople (1453) and that of Caffa (1475).**

79. Ali Rıza İşipek, Battles of Ochakov and Fidonisi, 1788 from a naval perspective

80. Ali Ruhan Çubuk, Istanbul University. **Topic: Sevastopol port and dry docks in Istanbul naval museum archives.**

81. Antoni Komorowski, Professor, Polish Naval Academy in Gdynia, **Topic: Security of voyage: the last light ships of the Baltic Sea**

82. Bülent Ari
83. Cevat Ülkekul

84. Dejanirah Couto, Professor of «Early Modern Portuguese Overseas History» at École Pratique des Hautes Études, Section des sciences historiques et philologiques (EPHE), Sorbonne, Paris. **Topic: Portuguese-Russian maritime and commercial relations in the 18th century.**

85. Emir Yener, Ph. D. Student, Istanbul University. **Topic: The Russian Battleship versus the Ottoman Galleon: A Comparison of Ottoman and Russian Battlefleet Technologies during Catherine the Great’s Turkish Wars 1768-92.**

86. Emmanuelle Vagnon-Chureau, Ph.D in medieval history (Université Paris 1-Panthéon-Sorbonne), Researcher at the Centre National de Recherche Scientifique in Paris (LAMOP-UMR 8589). **Topic: Caspian Sea, Black Sea and the Baltic: their integration in Mediterranean nautical charts (XIVth-XVIth c.)**

87. Feza Günergun, professor of History of Science at Istanbul University. **Topic: Exploring the Sea of Marmara: The 1894 maritime expedition of the Russian scientists on board of the Ottoman vessel Selanik.**

88. Fulya Duvenci Karakoç, Dr., University of Uludağ. **Examples regarding the dimension of marine transportation and operation of russian ships in the ottoman waters according to ottoman archives (1860-1914)**

89. Gregory McIntosh, Piri Reis University, **The Cartographic History of the Caspian Sea**

90. Guglielmo Zanelli, Captain, Marina Militare Italiana. **13 Venetian arsenal craftsmen in the service of Peter the Great.**

91. Gültekin Yildiz, is Associate Professor at the Department of History of Istanbul University. **The paper “How to defend the Turkish Straits against Russians”: A Century-long Question in British Defense Planning (1815-1915).**

92. İlber Ortaylı

93. Işık Biren

94. Iwona PIETKIEWICZ, PhD, experienced academic teacher Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences Naval Academy of Gdynia. **Russian light vessels of the Baltic Sea in 19th and 20th century Russian lightships of the Baltic Sea in 19th and 20th century** Jean-Charles Ducène is Director of studies at Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Paris). **The Caspian Sea in the Islamic Cartography (10th-17th c.)**

95. Jean-Charles Ducène, **The Caspian Sea in the Islamic Cartography (10th-17th c.)**

96. Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont. Directeur de recherche émérite au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. 2000. **Topic: Some aspects of the knowledge of the shores of Crimea among the Otomans and Europe at the turn of modern times.**
97. Joan Abela, PhD, Secretary of the Malta Historical Society and visiting lecturer at the University of Malta.

98. José Manuel Malhão Pereira, *Portuguese Maritime links with Russia in the 18th Century and the Development of Nautical Education in Portugal.*

99. Julia Leikin, Ph.D. Candidate, UCL School of Slavonic and East European Studies. **Topic:** “The Legal Status of Privateers in the Imperial Russian Navy”.

100. Kahraman Şakul, Ph.D in History Department, Georgetown University, Dr., Department of History, İstanbul Şehir University. **Topic:** *Ottoman Navy at the Second Coalition Wars (1798-1802)*

101. Liam Gauci, куратор Военно-морского музея Мальты. **Topic:** *Unknown maps of Crimea and Odessa.*

102. Marco Morin, (Fondazione Civiltà Bresciana) Фонд Civiltà Bresciana, *The “unicorn” on land and at sea.*

103. Marguerette Lincoln, Deputy Director at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London. **English Trade with Russia 1650–1700**

104. Maria Pia Pedani, *Russian flags and Venetian ships in the Black Sea at the end of the 18th c.*

105. **Admiral Metin Ataç**

106. Michael Pearson *Nikitin and the Indian Ocean*

107. Michela Dal Borgo, *Commercial Routes Between Venice and Northern Europe (14th century to 18th century)*

108. Mirella Vera Mafrici, is Professor of Modern History at the University of Salerno. **Trade exchanges among the Kingdom of Naples, Sicily and Russian Empire (1808-1815)**

109. Mitia Frumin, Service outsourcing: Guglielmo Lorenzi’ hidden contacts with the Russians

110. **Mr. Ali Yazıcı**

111. Mustafa Hergüner, *The repair of Ottoman battle ships in the Soviet shipyard during the Turkish Independence War*

112. Nabil Al Tikriti, *John Elphinstone and the Battle of Çeşme*

113. Namık Yağcı, Professor at University of Istanbul, Department of Geological Engineering, Istanbul, Turkey, *Exploring the Sea of Marmara: The 1894 maritime expedition of the Russian scientists on board of the Ottoman vessel Selanik*

114. Nazif Özdağdeviren,
115. Nejat Tarakçı, The Hidden Objective of the Crimean War: Russia Naval Forces
116. Oral Erdogan
117. Ozhan Bakkalbaşı
118. Özlem Kumrular, Reflection of the naval battle of Navarin initialian literature
119. Pascal Lebouteiller, Charting the Black Sea in 18th and 19th centuries: Western European, Russian and Ottoman visions.
120. Rosa Maria Delli Quadri, The Russian fleet in the Baltic Sea, the Black Sea and the Mediterranean Sea in the memories of European travellers in Russia (XVIII-XIX centuries)
121. Rui Loureiro, The Moscow incident: Nicolau de Melo, Anthony Sherley and global politics in 1600
122. Salvatore Bottari, Russian expansionism towards the Mediterranean: the relations with the Kingdom of Naples in the second half of the eighteenth century
123. Taner Albayrak, 1778 Crimean Expedition of the Ottoman Fleet
124. Tuncay Zorlu, Jacques-Balthazard Brun de Sainte Catherine’s Maritime Activities in Russia
125. Yasemin Dobra-Manço, Maritime Heritage Advocacy: Preserving the U.S.-Russian legacy at Fort Ross
128. Yves-Marie ROCHER, The Russian Navy for the French Army intelligence
129. Zeynep Emel Ekim, «Comparison of the Black Sea and Marmara Sea Maps jointly produced by the Ottoman and Russian sailors in the XIX Century with the Ottoman maps». 